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Figure 1: Left: Two textures produced by a same procedural texture with sliders controlling their appearances. Middle: Sixteen
random thumbnails cropped in the procedural texture. Right: Our procedural texture preview summarizes in a single image the
possible appearances. A 5122 , 2562 and 1282 previews are shown.
Abstract
Procedural textures usually require spending time testing parameters to realize the diversity of appearances.
This paper introduces the idea of a procedural texture preview: A single static image summarizing in a limited
pixel space the appearances produced by a given procedure.
Unlike grids of thumbnails our previews present a continuous image of appearances, analog to a map.
The main challenge is to ensure that most appearances are visible, are allocated a similar pixel area, and are
ordered in a smooth manner throughout the preview.
To reach this goal, we introduce a new layout algorithm accounting simultaneously for these criteria.
After computing a layout of appearances, we rely on by–example texture synthesis to produce the final preview.
We demonstrate our approach on a database of production–level procedural textures.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture

1. Introduction
In the past years, there has been a renewed interest for procedural textures: Procedures are typically thousands of times
smaller than the images they produce, and the generated appearances can be controlled through parameters. This offers
a simple way to customize and make each texture unique.
Frameworks such as Substance from Allegorithmic, Genetica from Spiral Graphics or Filter Forge let technical artists
carefully design complex procedures generating a large variety of textures. Note that these textures are procedural in the
sense that they are generated by an algorithm, but this generation may require tens of milliseconds and may not afford
for point wise evaluation, in contrast to, for instance, Perlin
textures [Per85].
c 2012 The Author(s)
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The space of textures generated by a procedure is typically explored by the user through sliders mapped to the
parameters, as illustrated in Figure 1, left. It is difficult to
realize the richness of generated textures without spending
time trying a variety of settings. Procedural texture galleries
typically present the user with static grids of thumbnails
(Figure 1, Middle). However, showing a sufficient number
of thumbnails requires down–sampling or cropping the textures. Down–sampling looses fine details. Cropping only reveals a small portion of the texture, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Contributions : Our main contribution is an algorithm
summarizing a procedural texture in a single limited–
resolution image. It allows to visualize at once the space of
possible appearances. The main challenge in creating such a
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Figure 2: Left: A texture generated by a procedure. Many
other appearances are possible. Middle: Cropped thumbnails. Shown regions are selected to reveal changes. Right:
Down–sampled thumbnails.

summary is the limited pixel–space, while the texture may
exhibit a large number of variations. Another difficulty is
that the link between parameters and appearances is arbitrary: The impact of a parameter on the appearance depends
on the other parameters. For instance, changing the ’Water
moss’ parameter of the texture in Figure 1 will not have any
impact if parameter ’Water level’ is set to 0.
Limitations, scope of the paper : We exploit specificities
of textures and our results do not apply to arbitrary images,
such as photographs or paintings. We expect parameters to
take values in finite ranges. The layout of regular structures,
such as the size and numbers of bricks in a wall, has to remain fixed across the preview (see Section 5).

2. Previous work
Factorization, summarization and cropping : Image
factorization [JFK03, WWOH08], summarization [AS07,
SCSI08, CBAF08, PKVP09] and inverse texture synthesis [WHZ∗ 08] seek to summarize the content of a large image in a smaller pixel–space. These approaches could be
used by first producing a large image with all appearances,
and then reducing its size. This however would be wasteful, and would not solve the problem of organizing the appearances within the image. Automatic thumbnails cropping [SLBJ03] detects important regions in an image. Regions having most information are then selected for cropping. As illustrated in Figure 2, cropping does not easily apply on textures sustaining both large scale and local changes.
Parameter exploration Several interfaces present the user
with suggestions which can be navigated interactively. For
instance, [Sim91] lets the user design procedural textures,
proposing new variations at each step; [SSCO09] lets the
user explore possible color changes of an image; [MZD05]
proposes to navigate a continuous space of textures defined from few input images; [NDM06] lets the user explore
BRDF parameters by selecting neighbors of the current settings. In contrast to these approaches, we aim at producing
a static preview: Our approach does not require exploration
through an interface.

Layout of variants A key question in the design of our preview is how to layout the visual appearances. [TGY∗ 09] rely
on landmarks positioned by a subset of users. Design Galleries [MAB∗ 97] propose a spatial arrangement of thumbnails by multidimensional scaling (MDS): Parameters are
mapped to points in the plane, each supporting a thumbnail
showing the content for these settings. However, the thumbnails are small on screen and spread arbitrarily in the plane.
Shapira et al. [SSCO09] arrange the results of MDS in a
grid by recursively partitioning the space in half in a kd–tree.
Sakamoto et al. [SKK04] address the same issue to organize
character poses – icons of postures – in a 2D map. The authors rely on the self–organizing map (SOM) algorithm.
3. Texture preview
A texture preview is synthesized in two steps: mapping and
synthesis. The mapping step produces a 2D parameter map,
noted X . This 2D map is a regular grid with a choice of
parameters in each cell. It offers a regular, uniform coverage
of the available pixel space. The synthesis step produces a
color image – the texture preview, noted T – from X .
We followed three main goals in the design of our previews:
1. The texture preview is a single continuous image, with
similar appearances close to each other. This makes the
preview as easy to read as a map, with continuous paths
between different appearances.
2. As many appearances as possible should be represented
in the preview, given the allotted pixel space.
3. Each appearance in the summary should be given a similar pixel area, avoiding over or under–representation.
Notations We note a procedural texture g(p) where p is a
point in the space of valid parameters P. For any given point
in P, the procedure produces an image I p = g(p). Our goal
is to compute a texture preview T knowing only g, and under
the constraints described above. The texture preview T is an
image of size WT × HT . It is associated with a parameter
map X , which is a 2D grid of size WX × HX containing
vectors in P. For simplicity we note X for both the map and
the set of parameters stored in it. The parameter map has a
lower resolution than the final preview, so that appearance
changes occur at a lower frequency than the texture details.
We typically use a ratio of 32 between the size of X and T .
3.1. Comparing appearances
In order to avoid over– or under–representation of appearances, it is important to compare the images I p and Iq rather
than comparing their parameters p and q. Indeed, a given
change of parameters is unlikely to induce the same amount
of change in the corresponding appearances. Figure 3 illustrates the difference. Note how the white region is over–
represented in the left preview, which is created by comparing parameters instead of appearances.
c 2012 The Author(s)
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• Variety: Each representative appearance in X should be
as far as possible from other points in X , so as to enhance
the overall variety. This translates to maximizing the objective function
EV (X ) = min

min (M(Ir , Iq ))

r∈X q∈X r6=q

Figure 3: Left: Preview using a parameter–space metric.
Right: Preview using an appearance–space metric.

Maximizing the min ensures that points in the closest pair
are pulled apart. Note that contrary to EC only points in X
are considered.
• Smoothness: We would like to order the representative appearances so as to produce a smooth map. This is achieved
by minimizing the difference between neighboring appearances in X . We minimize the objective function:
ES (X ) =

∑ ∑

M(I p , Iq )

p∈X q∈N p

where N p is the set of values within the 4–neighborhood
of p in the 2D map X . This may seem contradictory to
variety. However, it only concerns direct neighbors in the
map, while EV considers the overall variety and ignores
neighboring relationships.
Figure 4: Left: A standard SOM. Right: A SOM optimizing
the completeness and the variety
We thus rely on an appearance–based metric M. For now
let us assume that M is a sum of per–pixel differences over
the Gaussian pyramids of the two images I p and Iq . This is
too slow for practical use, but we introduce in Section 3.3 a
much faster metric giving similar results.
3.2. Mapping
The space of parameters P is first sampled to build a dense
set C. Samples in C are not required to be uniformly distributed but must be dense enough to cover all possible appearances.
Next, we create the parameter map X by selecting a subset
of parameters in C, which we call the representative parameters. They should best capture the appearances produced
by the procedure (completeness), and should be as varied
as possible (variety). The layout of representative parameters in X should result in progressive change of appearance
when following a path (smoothness). These criteria translate
to optimizing for the following energies:
• Completeness: Each appearance produced by a point in C
should be as close as possible to its closest match in X .
This ensures that each possible appearance is associated
with a good representative appearance in the preview. This
translates to minimizing the objective function
EC (X ) = max min (M(I p , Iq ))
p∈C q∈X

Minimizing the max ensures that points in the furthest pair
are pushed closer.
c 2012 The Author(s)
c 2012 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

Optimizing simultaneously for these three energies is challenging. Below we review possible strategies, their shortcomings for our scenario, and we propose a new algorithm.
Optimizing for EC and EV : Hochbaum and
Shmoys [HS85] propose a heuristic to select representative samples so as to minimize EC . It starts from an
empty set and iteratively inserts the samples reducing EC
by the largest amount. Ravi et al. [RRT91] rely on a similar
heuristic to maximize EV , both problems being closely
related [TFL83]. This however only selects representative
samples and does not order them in a map.
Optimizing for ES : As previously discussed, Shapira et
al. [SSCO09] solve an ordering problem to rearrange samples in a grid. Their method is highly sensitive to the shape
of the 2D space generated by MDS and fails to produce a
smooth result when it is too distant from a square grid, as
shown in Figure 5.
Optimizing jointly for EC , ES : [SKK04] solve simultaneously for the completeness and smoothness, using the self–
organizing map [KSH01] (SOM). A SOM is a mapping from
a high–dimensional space (i.e. g(C)) to a 2D map (i.e. X ).
The algorithm starts from a random solution then iteratively
updates X as follows:
∀p ∈ C, ∀s ∈ N (argminq∈X (M(I p , Iq ))) s = s + α(p − s)
where α is a decreasing coefficient such as 1 > α > 0 and
N (p) a neighborhood around node p in X which radius is
decreasing. The SOM optimizes for the completeness energy
while seeking to form an ordered (smooth) map [Hes99].
The resulting representative points are a linear combination
of points in C. This can lead to points exiting the subspace
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Algorithm 1 Computing X
1: r ← rMax // radius of a neighborhood N within X
2: t ← 0 // iteration index
3: subPassCounter ← 0 // used during EV optimization
4: initialize C with a dense sampling of P
5: initialize X t with samples randomly selected from C
6: for i ∈ {1..N} do
7:
// optimizing EC
8:
OptimizeCompleteness(X ,t, brc)
9:
// optimizing EV
10:
for j ∈ {0..3} do
11:
subPassID ← mod(subPassCounter + j, 4)
12:
OptimizeVariety(X ,t, brc, subPassID)
13:
end for
14:
// change the order of sub–passes
15:
subPassCounter ← subPassCounter + 1
16:
// decrease−1
r
17:
r ← rMax N × r
18: end for
Figure 5: Dependency of the ordering on the MDS layout.
Top: A mapping close to a square grid produces a good
result. Bottom: A failure case.
of valid appearances. Our algorithm avoids this by selecting
representative points within C only.
Another, more important issue is that the SOM results
in a lower than desired variety. As shown in Figure 6, the
completeness energy favors representative appearances distant from the boundary of the subspace spanned by g(C).
This is expected since points minimizing the overall distance to C are also centroids of a centroidal Voronoi tessellation [DFG99]. Unfortunately, this also means that some
extreme appearances are not captured in the preview. The variety term EV is geared toward reducing this ’shrinking’ of
the representative points away from the boundary. However,
the SOM algorithm cannot directly optimize for it.
Self–organizing map with variety: Our algorithm builds
upon SOM but integrates the variety term EV in addition to
EC and ES . At each iteration we construct in every location
s of X a cluster of samples noted Cluster[s]. These are the
samples closest to X [s] in appearance space. We then iteratively select a representative sample in every cluster, in turn
minimizing EC then maximizing EV .
First, we minimize EC for the cluster by selecting the sample closest to all other cluster samples. Second, we maximize
EV for the cluster by selecting the sample furthest to the representative samples of all other clusters. The cyclic dependency on the representative samples is removed by updating
the representative samples through interleaved sub–passes in
the manner of [LH05]. The order of the sub–passes changes
in every iteration to avoid any directional bias (Algorithm 1,
line 15). We iterate between EC and EV optimization, using

Figure 6: Green points are textures generated by C, blue
points are images generated by representative parameters.
The connection between blue points reveals their relationship in the map X . Left: Result from the SOM algorithm.
Right: Result of our algorithm. Note how optimizing for variety brings points closer to the boundary, while preserving
the good ordering of points within the grid. Note that on real
cases the grid is much more distorted in appearance space.
more iterations for EC at the beginning. This prevents variety to compete with smoothness before a good ordering is
obtained (Algorithm 2, line 1).
Algorithm 1 describes our approach. Functions OptimizeCompleteness and OptimizeVariety are
respectively detailed in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.
The function processedAt(k, subPassID) (Algorithm 3, line 12) returns true if k belongs to the set of coordinates used at sub–pass subPassID.
Quantitative results: We measure the average energies on
our entire collection of textures, for three different methods:
Our approach, a standard SOM, and the Hoshbaum–Smoys
heuristic combined to the arrangement method of Shapira
et al (noted HSS). Results are given in Figure 7. We remap
the energies so that the higher the bar, the better the result. For each criterion, bars are normalized between 0 and
max. As can be seen, our approach (yellow) offers the best
c 2012 The Author(s)
c 2012 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Algorithm 2 OptimizeCompleteness(X ,t, r)
1: for i ∈ {1..r} do
2:
t ← t +1
3:
// clustering as in SOM
4:
initialize an empty grid Clusters of size WX × HX
5:
for all p ∈ C do
6:
q ← argminq∈X t−1 M(I p , Iq )
7:
for all k ∈ Nr (q) do
8:
Clusters[k] ← Clusters[k] ∪ {p}
9:
end for
10:
end for
11:
// select in every cluster, the sample minimizing EC
12:
for all k ∈ Clusters do
13:
ECmin ← + ∞
14:
for all p ∈ Clusters[k] do
15:
e ← −∞
16:
for all q ∈ Clusters[k] do
17:
e ← max(e, M(I p , Iq ))
18:
end for
19:
if e < ECmin then
20:
ECmin ← e
21:
X t [k] ← p
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
end for
25: end for

Algorithm 3 OptimizeVariety(X ,t, r, subPassID)
1: t ← t + 1
2: // clustering as in SOM
3: initialize an empty grid Clusters of size WX × HX
4: for all p ∈ C do
5:
q ← argminq∈X t−1 p6=q M(I p , Iq )
6:
for all k ∈ Nr (q) do
7:
Clusters[k] ← Clusters[k] ∪ {p}
8:
end for
9: end for
10: // select in every cluster, the sample maximizing EV
11: for all k ∈ Clusters do
12:
if processedAt(k, subPassID) then
13:
EVmax ← − ∞
14:
for all p ∈ Clusters[k] do
15:
e ← +∞
16:
for all q ∈ X t−1 do
17:
e ← min(e, M(I p , Iq ))
18:
end for
19:
if e > EVmax then
20:
EVmax ← e
21:
X t [k] ← p
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
end if
25: end for

compute. Using PCA on patches or a down–sampled version
of the textures unfortunately degrades the result.

Figure 7: Energies for different optimization methods.
compromise. It exhibits a better variety than the SOM (red)
and much better smoothness than HSS (blue). Compared to
SOM, the smoothness decreases slightly due to the increased
variety. As shown in Figure 4, the increased variety allows
for more appearances to appear in the map.
3.3. Fast texture comparisons
The metric M described in Section 3.1 is too slow in practice. The images must be re–generated many times along
with their Gaussian pyramids. This adds up to impractical
timings. Pre–computing M for all pairs of images is also
impractical due to the large size of C, so is pre–computing
and storing all image pyramids.
Principal component analysis(PCA), keeping only the few
first dimensions, seems well suited. Unfortunately, the high
dimensionality of the Gaussian pyramids makes it difficult to
c 2012 The Author(s)
c 2012 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

We instead propose to rely on a compact signature, different for each procedure. It consists of the values of a small
number of pixels located within the Gaussian pyramid. The
signatures are computed once and stored.
The pixels are chosen in areas of high variations to captures localized changes (Figure 8). We estimate the spatial
variations of the texture by computing the per–pixel variances across C. We then sample the map of variances using
Monte Carlo importance sampling with the estimator:
M̂(I1 , I2 ) =

1
N

N

||I pxi − Iqxi ||
P(xi )
i=1

∑

where xi is a pseudo–random coordinate within the Gaussian
pyramid, sampled from a distribution P proportional to the
variance map.
Figure 8 compares our signature to PCA applied on
patches of size 642 . For each signature size the error with respect to the exact metric is averaged over a large number of
texture–pair comparisons. Our signature achieves a good approximation using only a small signature size in contrast to
PCA. In practice, we use a signature of size max(WT , HT ).
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Figure 10: Spatially varying texture under user control.
of the texture patches. This is done through standard patch–
based texture synthesis techniques [KSE∗ 03]. The result is a
continuous summary image, where the texture appears tiled
but exhibits spatial appearance variations, as illustrated in
Figure 9, right. Interestingly this approach allows the user
to manually paint a map X to produce spatially varying textures as shown in Figure 10.
4. Results

Figure 8: Comparison between our signature, a random
signature and PCA applied on patches. Top: A texture with
localized changes. Bottom: A texture with global changes.

Figure 9: Left: Each patch is obtained by sampling the
parameter map, generating the texture, and cropping at the
corresponding location. Middle, right: We optimize the fine
positioning of the patches and their boundaries so as to hide
abrupt transitions.
3.4. Synthesis
Once the mapping obtained, we synthesize the preview image. Our goal is to ensure that the preview is everywhere
visually similar to images generated by the parameters in X .
The procedural texture is mapped over the preview, tiling
it if necessary. We next divide the preview into patches, typically of 322 pixels. The patch size should correspond to the
texture features for best quality. The parameters for the image of each patch are obtained by sampling X in the patch
center. We then generate the part of the texture for the patch,
as illustrated in Figure 9, left. Due to changes of appearance
through parameters, the boundaries of the grid cells appear
(see Figure 9, middle). We apply a stitching step, optimizing
the boundaries between cells as well as the fine positioning

Results are computed on Intel E5520 2.26 GHz CPU. The set
C contains 215 samples generated in approximately 6 minutes per procedural texture. The map X is computed in 1
minute for a size of 162 . We normalize all parameters in
[0, 1] for processing. Integer parameters are correctly handled since we build the preview in appearance space.
Figure 14 shows the previews obtained for different procedures. We can observe that the algorithm groups the visually dominant appearances in smoothly ordered regions.
In (a), the bottom–right region contains cold rocks, with the
temperature increasing as we move towards the top–left corner. The same effect is observed in (c) where the amount and
size of flowers increase between the bottom–right and top–
left regions. The leaves density, a parameter with less visual
impact, increases between the bottom–right and bottom–left.
Other parameters such as leave colors or spacing can be observed, even though they do not dominate the ordering. Note
that despite few parameters, textures such as (b) exhibit a
large variety of appearances – working in appearance space
allows to properly capture them.
In Figure 15 we constrain the algorithm to very small previews of size 1282 – only 16384 pixels. Note how they still
capture most appearances. Such small previews are very useful to browse through a database of procedures.
User study: We conducted a user study to compare our previews to grid of thumbnails. We verify whether users observe
more variety in our previews, as well as whether they find
them more visually pleasing. While subjective, this last criterion is important for our application of previewing.
The study is composed of three tasks. Task 1 : Our previews are compared to projected previews where we intentionally reduce the variety. We do this by projecting parameters in a random sub–space. This serves as a sanity check.
c 2012 The Author(s)
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Task 2 : Ordered grids of thumbnails are compared to random grids of thumbnails. Both grids contain the same variety as they are sampled from X – in one case the order is
destroyed on purpose. All thumbnails are cropped to reveal
changes, as in [SLBJ03]. Task 3 : Our previews are compared to ordered grids of thumbnails. The map X is different
in each case.
Figure 12 shows an example of thumbnail grids and preview with reduced variety. The tasks are repeated for nine
different textures. Each time a (random) left/right pair for a
same texture is presented to the user for comparison. For
each pair, we ask which contains more appearances, and
which is visually more pleasing.
We had a total of 22 users, mostly researchers and students from our university. The results of the study are shown
in Figure 11. Task 1: 89% of the users have perceived the
lack of variety in the projected previews. This confirms their
ability to properly discriminate whether previews contain
more appearances. Task 2: 81% of the users found ordered
thumbnails visually more pleasing. Surprisingly 61% found
random thumbnails more varied, even though both use the
same sets of parameters. We believe that the contrast between neighboring thumbnails increases the perception of
variety. Task 3: Users clearly preferred our previews over
grids of ordered thumbnails: 86% found them visually more
pleasing and 62% found them more varied. Note that our
previews indeed contain more variations since the patch size
is smaller than the thumbnails. This is a key advantage of
previewing with a continuous image.
5. Limitations
Parameters introducing spatial layout changes on structured
content are not handled well by our approach. This is for
instance the case of changing the number of bricks in a
wall. Our simple synthesizer fails to preserve the structure
as shown in Figure 13. Arguably, these parameters cannot
be shown in a meaningful continuous manner, and are thus
incompatible with our continuous previews.
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